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The Pedro Family – a Forensic Analysis of Legal Fraud to Steal 5 Portuguese Children 

How UK child ‘protection’ – behind the secrecy of family courts – is used to legalise Child Snatching 

Background 
The Portuguese Pedro Family1 was destroyed by Lincoln Police who took their five children on 23 April 2013, 
under Police Protection Powers2. No paperwork. “We don’t need to give you reasons.” After the parents 
were told that the children would be returned after 72 hours, ‘care’ proceedings were supposedly inititated 
and they were split between two foster families. The Citizens Advice Bureau sent the parents to solicitors: 
the mother to Bird & Co3 and the father to Ringrose4.  

Following the Government’s directive to speed up the adoption process5, the two younger children were 
placed for adoption in a judgement on 10 December 2013, when the three older children are to be ‘cared’ 
for permanently – but split from their siblings – with contact sessions with their parents every eight weeks. It 
has to be noted that the parents must not speak Portuguese during these sessions and that the children 
express bitterly their love of their parents and their desire to come home. However, none of them have been 
heard in court, despite their age range from 2 to 13.  

The Initial Allegation 
The trigger came from a youth worker in the school of the oldest boy who noticed that his ear was injured. 
The boy suffers from ADHD as a side effect of medication that the mother took against epilepsy during 
pregnancy. However, the boy admitted in a letter to the judge6 as well as in a contact session in front of his 
sister that it was a boy of grade 9 in his  school who had hurt him. On 22 August, another school boy 
confirmed the culprit. Further evidence of the son having lied to get attention is the DVD of a police 
interview. But this DVD has not been made available either to the parents or the Court.  

UK Law Enforcement vs Internationally Binding Treaties 
Completely disproportionately, all five children were taken away, based on the injury and accusation of one 
child. However, the Court never took this into account. Instead, justifications for taking the children were 
created by Social Services, after the snatch. The UN Convention on the Right of the Child7 as well as EU 
Convention Rights8 have been continuously violated. Hence it is hoped that the Petitions Committee of the 
EU Parliament which will debate the issues on 19 March 2014 will investigate what’s unique in the UK9.  
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Abuse of Process and Power 
Ed Timpson MP, the Minister for Children and Education, has confirmed a) that the law is clear10 and b) that 
the Government wants families to get the support to stay together11. At the same time, the gap between 
what is intended and what is happening seems to widen – as the Dossier of Online Evidence12 demonstrates.  

Lincoln Social Services have certainly not tried to keep the family together. To the contrary, ‘contact 
agreement’ is a blatant expression of abuse of power. HHJ Swindells QC handed down a gagging order13 that 
gave rise to: We can send you to jail for objecting to an offence we’ve yet to specify14 in The Telegraph. In 
her final hearing she did not allow a question relating to the ‘bum rape’ that the oldest son is afraid of, as he 
wrote in this letter15 with this page 216.  

The mother feels that the most blatant abuse was a ‘deal’ that barrister Samantha Dunn17 offered her: if she 
was to accuse her husband of violence and abuse, she would get her children back. After the husband living 
in the street and attempting suicide, the mother realised that the deal was ‘rotten’. It became clear to both 
parents that their solicitors did not act in their interests either which they expressed. Hence both solicitors 
dismissed themselves, without returning Section B with judgements and orders in the court bundles.  

When the Association of McKenzie Friends got involved, the father only had a copy of the judgement of 19 
July because he had taken it seretly from the Social Worker. The Pedro case fills 4 Lever Arch folders and the 
court bundle for the ‘final hearing’ on 10 December 2013 covers 351 pages. However, Lincoln council did not 
made this updated bundle available to the Pedros who now acted as ‘litigants in person’, i.e. defending 
themselves. The Court wanted 50 p per page copied. Their application for adjournment was refused. Their 
Position Statement resulted in Sabine K McNeill being excluded from the Court for ‘not being independent’. 
McKenzie Friend Meirion Bowen attended the handing down of the judgement that resulted in the adoption 
of two and long term foster care of three children. He noted that the barrister appointed by Lincolnshire 
County Council was from Leeds, i.e. 166 km away.  

Authority and Control over ‘Children as Property’ or as ‘Subjects of Jurisdiction’? 
Legal arguments regarding the jurisdiction of UK courts over Portuguese children form part of the final 
judgement. However, the Portuguese parents are punished without having committed a crime18 and the 
Portuguese children’s wishes and feelings have not been heard in court at all. Legal actions are planned to 
address not only abuse of power and process, but also the unprofessional conduct of barrister Samantha 
Dunn and the two solicitor firms, besides the judge who only carried out what barrister Sarah Greenan19 
from Zenith Chambers in Leeds had prepared. In fact, if children are considered as ‘property’ of parents, they 
have been stolen. Children stolen by the state20 was published by the Daily Mail in April 2012, as 1,000 
children a month are currently being taken.  

It is hoped that the Portuguese authorities will follow the trend that the Slovak Embassy set in motion a year 
ago when two Slovak boys were returned after 920 days in captivity21 – after the father had lost his job, 
house, marriage and family – due to the abuse of power by Social Workers and related agencies such as 
Police, doctors and ‘experts’ – just as with the Pedros. 

The Petitions Committee of the EU Parliament will address the issues on 19 March 2014 when Abolish 
Adoptions without Parental Consent22 is on the agenda, together with individual petitions of EU citizens. 
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